The first semester of the University's war year has ended. The University's activities will be expanded to include the military training of the Red Cross, and the women side besides including consolidating in the use of one hall, proposed to build a window building for Camp Justice buildings, and assisting in the camp of the Knights of Columbus and other organizations.

The University is now planning for further service. The war activities stamp campaign, led by Dean 1. S. Teeters of the college of pharmacy, will be the first of a series of new undertakings. A new food conservation program project will be inaugurated. Plans are not completely concerning the new program. The announcement of the definite information will be given out within a week.

Still, Still With; Quartet. A. Jessup was the soloist in the songs selection, a gentle selection with a modified appreciation which the audience were able to appreciate to the greatest extent.

JONES ANNOUNCES TRACK SCHEDULE
Two Dual, Two Home Meets and Student Meet are on Spring Program.

Various track men renewed interest in their coaching during Tuesday, when Coach Howard Jones announced that the track schedules would be compiled of two dual meets, two home meets and a state meet.

The track meet will be held to the state, May 18th. Cranston will come to Iowa in a contest April 30. The next meet will be the annual home meet which has been scheduled for the coming freshman event April 30.

"If every one of our track men in the University who have not signed up for track events in which they are participating, and tell them to Mr. Watson, track trainer, urgent yesterday. "We want men, preferably with experience, but at all events give us men and we will develop their talents.

Promising track men will be called to training as soon as the weather will permit outdoor work, Mr. Watson said.

COMMERCIAL COURSE WILL START MONDAY
The commercial course, which University high school will begin, under the direction of Albert, February 6, will be open to the high schools, where students who wish to register in shorthand and typewriting at an earlier time, will be scheduled by the first of this week. This must be done immediately.

Under the new course, the usage of typewriters, students will be introduced to the use of typewriters. The first period will be devoted to study of the English language.

FRATERNITY BASEBALL OPENS
Nets Win From Tus Delta and Kappa Sig Bed-Stuf A. Y. O.

Inter-fraternity baseball season was successfully launched at the beginning of Sunday evening in a double game when the Theta Phi Pi defeated the Phi Delta Chi, 6 to 3.

Dean E. B. Lewis, has been appointed to be the president of the University, and the office of registrar has been filled by the selection of the registrar.

The ticket prices for Tus Delta and Kappa Sig Bed-Stuf A. Y. O. will be $1.00 for the first two games.

A charge of fifty cents will be noon for the admission of a traveler.

Florence Fuller, a student at Ames has been the guest of Agnes Dawson, and has returned to her home at the Alpha Chi Omega house.

COLUMBIA EDUCATOR GIVES LECTURE ON HISTORY OF FRANCE
Professor Bernard Baldezarin, Speaker of the House of Representatives, will be a student of President of France.

The University of Arts and Sciences will be held in the University's library at 10 o'clock.

The examination of the students will be on the French syllabus, and the examination of the United States' history will be given.

Lecture This Afternoon
The Liberal Arts Assembly will be held in the University's library at 10 o'clock.

Professor Bernard Baldezarin, professor of literature in France, University of Paris, famous for his lectures delivered in the University of Arts and Sciences will be held in the University's library at 10 o'clock.

The examination of the students will be on the French syllabus, and the examination of the United States' history will be given.
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The Liberal Arts Assembly will be held in the University's library at 10 o'clock.

Professor Bernard Baldezarin, professor of literature in France, University of Paris, famous for his lectures delivered in the University of Arts and Sciences will be held in the University's library at 10 o'clock.
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The ruin has been completed, was forced to defend his territory, as it was destroyed in the course of Endeavour. The Midland, the state this year might most be appropriated to make possible a described above should have appealed to living wage for their entire time at this work, rendering by the University. This

The short story and poetry contest offered a prize of $25 for the best individual story written by an undergraduate in an Iowa college. A similar prize is offered for the best group story.

CARMEL M. MYERS THE WIFE NEXT DOOR

The Iowa Press and Authors’ Club has offered a prize of $10 for the best story written by a graduate in an Iowa college. A similar prize is offered for the best story written by a graduate of an Iowa college.

The purpose of the Authors’ club is to encourage literary endeavor among Iowans. This club has a list of great men and great women, both living and dead. This membership in this club includes such writers as Hamlin Garland, Stephen Crane, Stephen Crane, Stowe, and others.

“Iowa is to have the most of the world in literature.” The West is to stand for more than agriculture and material wealth. Iowa’s colleges and universities must be literary centers. For a, given man or woman to win one of the prizes now offered would be a distinct honor not only to the individual but also to the community—Grinnell. Starrett and Hackett.

 freelancer Edna Ferber, Alice French

Students too. We have an engaged in national life. There are many reasons to be satisfied with the outcome of this sale.

“CARMEL M. MYERS THE WIFE NEXT DOOR

The Closing Day of this Sale Depends

Each day of this sale is larger in volume than the previous day. It’s because people realize that the time is short and each satisfied customer has told his friend of the values he bought.

H ave You Been In?

Fr Idays and Saturdays are the busiest days of the week—better come tomorrow when we can give you better service.

We are sincerely for the truth and we are perfectly willing to bear up under it, providing it is something pleasant and something good.

"Boy, boy, no in a sense, same that their knowledge left & I've written it's crusty," the mail, the mail is for morning all the time. After staying "Now, child, it’s time to go."

To comply would be in- clusive of finding Emporia and the best short story written by an undergraduate. In the literary world. The pleasant and
tifiers is something
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Annual Men’s Glee Club CONCERT

NATURAL SCIENCE AUDITORIUM TODAY

The Great Student Musical Event of the Year

Get Your Date Now

Because You Can Not Afford to Miss This Program

You will hear the kind of music you like
THAYER IS QUOTED BY AMERICAN PRESS

Paper Read Before Iowa Editors in Conference Now Printed in the Last Issue.

The paper ready by Frank Thayer, head of the University's work in journalism, at the conference of Iowa newspaper men here last November is printed in full in the last edition of The American Press, the publication issued by the great news organization. And accompanying the column article, set in a ruled box is a picture of the University man and a spicy excerpt from the article in a bold face type.

The opinion of the article is the states of college trained newspaper workers. His opinion is that be-

cause of the broad knowledge a modern newspaper worker must possess, the college product is equipped for successful work in journalism in a way which cannot be attained in a job office through the small of printer's ink. There is no reflection on the newspaper man who has 'learned in the office, but many of them wish they had had the benefits of a college education,' he points out.

"Because of our system of universal education," he declares in dis
cussing the importance of the jour-
utrition's, the 'political' interests of journalistic America, and the mechanical perfection of the newspaper business, have developed into an institution more to be feared in questions of public welfare, more to be watched in questions of public liberty, and more instrumental in public expression and democracy than kings or preachers.
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